The regulation of stem cell frequency is a general problem in metazoan organisms. Self-renewal is the default pathway in virtually all single-cell organisms, and regulation of self-renewal versus differentiation or death is a requirement of metazoans that have tissue specialization. Expansion by self-renewal of HSCs is a hardto-achieve goal. Perhaps that goal will be achievable not by asking which genes specify self-renewal, but by assuming that self-renewal is the default pathway. In that view, self-renewal can only occur to the extent that death and differentiation are prevented. Figures 3 and 4 , section. these alterations in fate could involve either transdifferentiation or dedifferentiation. Alternatively, TSCs that Stem Cells as Units of Natural Selection never differentiated could seed the various tissues and As described above in chordates, the blastocyst conbe revealed in nuclear transplant assays. The abovetains an ICM that includes totipotent embryonic stem are less adaptive to environmental changes than fused Colony fusion offers the opportunity for GSCs or SSCs colonies. The dynamic nature of interchanges of SSC to move from one colony to a genetically distinct colony.
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A Case Study: Chimeric Colonial Protochordates
cell lineages during asexual reproduction could result Because the Fu/HC locus is so highly polymorphic, indiin a chimera whose body parts are successively rebuilt viduals found in the wild are Fu/HC heterozygotes; only by the favored SSC genotype in the chimera. Contained relatives share Fu/HC alleles (Scofield et al., 1982) . Thus, within a fused colony are GSCs from both colonies, and the opportunity for the movement of GSCs and SSCs the ability of those GSCs to pass on their traits depends should be limited to relatives. To test this hypothesis, partly on the fitness of the bodies they inhabit, at least we used highly polymorphic microsatellite sequences until the gonads form and sexual reproduction is comto track somatic and germline cells in fused allogeneic plete. Fu/HC-limited fusion guarantees that the gecolonies. Both in the laboratory and in the wild, fused, nomes of the GSCs are approximately 50% identical to Fu/HC-compatible colonies were full blood chimeras, the genomes of the partner sibling colony. It is reasonable to propose that over time GSCs will be selected and in many instances the prevascularized buds were that also carry genes which determine more successful cell and tissue-specific stem cell transplantation. The SSC-derived bodies. In the wild, not only sibling pairs, themes of stem cell-based organogenesis, stem cell but also groups of three or more Fu/HC-compatible sibmobility, stem cell-based regeneration, and the coevolings can form multichimeras, enabling a wider possibillution of polymorphic histocompatibility that limits stem ity of competition and selection of circulating SSCs and cells to self or close relatives are here proposed to be GSCs. interrelated and evolutionarily coselected.
Potential Lessons for Vertebrate Stem Cells from Protochordate Colonies

